
BEES AT WORK
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Women in the workplace. Be who God 
made you to be.
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1. Introduction

2. Rationale,  Philosophy and objectives of the saga

3. Before starting

4. The life of the bees at the hive 

5. Why are bees crucial for human civilization?

6. Bees Swarm Intelligence          

7. How Bees colonies make decisions         

8. Bees living in a time of chaos              

9. Honeybees' democracy by Thomas Seeley

10. The wisdom of bees applied to human societies

11. Homo sapiens history of work – Our past

12. How humans work now – Our present

13. The forthcoming of work – Our future? 

14. How people dignify time by working

15. The meaningful work means happiness too.         

16. Women in the workplace                       TODAY

17. What has changed at work with the NAIQIs?

18. An appraisal to workforce and employment trends after the COVID19 Pandemic

19. Working for knowledge vs Working for Manufacturing 

20. The workplace as a school: The new Learning organization

21. Skills of the halted workforce and consequences

22. Why the virtual office is not for all, but for some.

23. Figuring out a hybrid working model 

24. Why are employees quitting?

25. Living to work? or working to live?

26. Research agenda in terms of work for the next 10 years: Elements of a new state-of-the-art “working 

paradigm”

27. Summary and conclusions
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There are so many types of women leadership. To understand this is 

to begin to open our eyes to change our lives from human slavery 

to freedom
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Dictatorial Democratic Artists Craftists Technocrats

Politicians
Teachers 
(Coaches)

Designers Stewards Breeders

Visionaries Transformational Free-riders Healers Builders
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There are so many types of women leadership. To understand this is to 

begin to open our eyes to change our lives from human slavery to freedom
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The Only decision maker 

Non-Flexible 

Full control of teams 

Rarely accept advise from others 

Individualistic 

Distrust subordinates 

Closely supervises others 

Rigid mental structure 

Participative 

Empowers subordinates 

Delegates leadership 

Consults others 

Majority wins 

Highly dependent on others 

Group thinker 

Slow 

Daring and Bold 

Exciting 

Volatile 

Intuitive 

Entrepreneurial 

Unpredictable 

Inspiring 

Imaginative 
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Responsible 

Wise 

Humane 

Straightforward 

Open minded 

Realistic 

Trustworthy 

Reasonable and Kind 

Conservative 

Methodical 

No-nonsense 

Controlled 

Cerebral 

Analytical - DATA 

Meticulous 

Serious 

Negotiable 

Influencers 

Image Managers 

Apparent sincere 

Socially astute 

Well Connected 

Deceptive 

Manipulative 
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Planners 

Foster learning 

Quiet 

Core Builders 

Researchers 

Emphatic 

Curious and creative 

Shapers 

Serve other needs first 

Stewardship 

Curators 

Overseers 

Purpose driven 

Responsible social 

Spiritual 

Noble 

Guides 

Facilitator 

Show how to think 

Restructure view of reality 

Generative 

Continuous Learner 

Evolutionary 

Teach by example 
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There are so many types of women leadership. To understand this is to 

begin to open our eyes to change our lives from human slavery to freedom
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Futurists 

Impact for good 

Optimists 

Never Give Up 

Innovators 

Creative-Imaginative 

Persistent-Resolute 

Provident 

Producer

Giver of Birth of ideas

Trainer properly

Propagator

Nurturer

Discoverer

Researcher

Maternally Protector

Changers for the best 

Idealistic 

Open to experience 

Self-awareness 

Authentic 

Understand interdependence 

Constant Learners 

Transform-Integrate 
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Restorer

Searcher of cures

Conductive Good health

Set what is right

Patience

Repairer

Caregiver

Constructor

Creators

Maker

Progress to a maximum

Developer in steps

Increase up

Bolster of hope

Under Contributors with power of vote 

Leading – but not qualified 

Imposed by quotas or family 

Go with the flow 

Untrustworthy 

Usually holding Political positions 

Passive 
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The shif t from the authoritarian dictatorial leadership 

can´t be automatic.It is a process that has just started.

Women are not guilty of following wrong leadership styles

coined by men for 6,000 years.
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Women working have a huge challenge. To change the patterns of 

leadership style from dictatorial or free-riders, to a more God-centric style.
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• Feminism is not accurate because it

leaves out the possibility that men can

help women in our quest to find our

role in the universe.

• Without the aid of conscious men who

have evolved from the authoritarian, 

dictatorial, totalitarian ways; we won´t 

be able to make it as God wishes us to 

be.

• Leadership is not a matter of who is

more powerful, but who makes the best

out of her talents, working spirit, 

helping others to be what God wants 

them to be.
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When women forget that their role as women is to be themselves, and 

empower their unique or the mix of leaderhip styles that are natural to

each of us; then we incorrectly copy the privileged and wrong leadership

men styles (usually dictatorial and authoritarian).
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Please Women, be who

God made you to be.

Discover your inner

strengths and talents.

Rise up to perfectionate

your character under

God´s pleasant approval. 

Each of us is unique, with

an inimitable and 

exceptional mission on

earth. God will show you

a way that is exactly

prepared for you. And

only you.


